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Abstract. Stemmers are softwares that find syntactic roots of the words.
They play an important role in natural language processing and other
fields sueh as information retrieval (IR). In IR using stemmed words
instead of the original words, could increase as mueh as 15 percent to the
overall perfom13nce. In this paper, we report on the development of a
Persian stemmer (Bon). Bon is tested on a collection of Persian texts in
the domain of computer science. In our experiments, the recall has been
improved by 40 percent.

of the improvements of ACS are due to the overlapping of communication and
computation and the tree-based broadcasting primitive.

Conclusion

5

In this paper, we have uutlined the software architedmc of a nlllltithreaded
message-passing system, ACS, and presented how ACS architectme can be ap- "
plied to provide flexible and application-level group communication services. '
We have evaluated the performance of ACS group comm\mication services and
showed that ACS outperforms other message-passing systems. It is clear that

the ACS novel architecture, whichseparates the data and control transfer and

.'

tree-based multicasting scheme played an important role ill improving the per- .

formanceof the communicationprimitivesand the ACS applications.
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!' 1 Introduction
Morphological analysis is part of natural language processing and linguistic. Suffix
stripping and stemming is part of computational morphological analysis. Stemming is
a widely used method of word standardization designed to allow the matching of
. morphologically related terms. If, for example, a searcher enters the tenn stemmillg as

~part of a query, it is likely that he or she will also be interested in such variants as

'~ stemmed and stem. Stemmers are softwares that extract stems of word automatically
[3].
In the licld of information retrieval many experiments have been conducted to determine the value of stemming in retrieval process. There is a verity of methods to
build a stemmer. The widely used Porter's algorithm [I] is a rule-based system,
which iteratively removes suffixes. Porter algorithm does not guarantee correct form
, ofthe words to be produced after stemming. However, his algorithm is consistent and
it is shown that it increases recall by up to 15%. Karaaj et al [2] have demonstrated
that Porter's algorithm compresses the index vocabulary by about 43% on English
text.
David Hull [4], Harmann [5] and others almost all agree that in infonnation retrieval (IR), stemmers play an important role. In IR using stemmed words instead of
the original words, could reduce the size of vocabulary. Since a single stem typically
corresponds to several full terms, by storing stems instead of terms, compression
factors of around 40-50 percent can be achieved. Thus in this paper we report on the
development of a Persian stemmer which is called Bon. In next section we will look

-
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Hon: 1he Persian Slemmer
at some of the properties of Persian words. Section 3 presents the Bon algorithm
section 4 describes the experiment. The last seelion is the conclusion.

and
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2 Persian Words
Persian is an Indo-European language. As so in this language also new words can be
constructed by adding prefixes and suffixes to base forms of words. Bon is an affix
removal stemmer. Affix removal algorithms remove suffixes and/or prefixes from
terms leaving a normalized form of the word. These algorithms sometimes also transfonn the resultant word into Ihe real linguistic stem. A simple example of an affix
removal stemmer is one that removes Ihe plurals from terms [3].
Persian verbs have inflectional property, because they include person, number, and
tense. For example, the verb "r.JJer-" (lIIi-ra-valll) which means, "I am going", consisls of three parts: "r+ n+ er-" (lIIi + ro + Ill) that is "I + go + ing" all in onc word.
Moreover, the infinitive verbs in Persian can be simplc, or compound, or phrasal.
There is at least one space between components of a compound or phrasal infinitive.
For example, the verbs "cJ.3J"';"r--4'(ghasalll xordall) that means" to oath", and" jI
u~b u ~" (az dast diidall) that means "to lose" have two and three components each
in that order. In order to stem these verbs alllheir eomponenls should be located and
evaluated as one word. This problem is considered in the Bon's slemming algorilhm.
In Persian plural nouns are made by adding "ul"(£III) or "lA"(hii) to the cnd of
nouns. But if any noun ends in a "."(eh); then before adding "Ul"(iill), "."(eh)
transfonns into "J."(ge) as depicted in the figure] (a). Thcrc exceptions also, such as
nouns that end in with "ul"(iill) but are not plural e.g. "uL.~"(ghahrallliill). Plural
fonn of some nouns are made by adding Arabic plural signs like "U,,"(IIII),",j.!"(ill),
and ".:.ol"(at)as shown in the figure I(b). But if a noun ends in a "1"(ii),".J"(II),"."(eh),
or "<j"(y), inslead of adding ".:.ol"(iit),".:.o4-"Oiit)is addcd, as shown in the figure I(c).
Moreover some nouns that are adopted from Arabic language have irrcgular plural
tonns ("Mokassar") as shown in the figure I(d) [6].
In Persian a pronoun can be attached to the cnd of a noun. But if the noun ends in
an "I"(a), or ".J"(II);then a "<j"(Y) is inserted before attaching the pronoun. Examples
of Ihis case are the word ("I..(pa) meaning: foot) ~ ("~L.i"(paYlllII) meaning: my
fool), or the word (" .J5'4"(Chiighll) meaning: knife) ~ ('\.~j4
"(chi;ghIlYll.~)
meaning: his knife). Also if a singular pronoun is added 10 the cnd of a noun and Ihe
noun ends in a "."(eh); then an "I"(a) is added to the end of the noun betore the
pronoun. Example of this case is (" li."(xiilleh) meaning: house) ~ ("
rl li."(.riillehalll) meaning: my house).
Bon ulilizes a dictionary of infinilives and present tense of infinilives for exceplional cases. For stemming words Ihal are adopted from Arabic language, eilher a rule
based or lable look up approach can be used. Bon uses the firsl melhod.

LJ.wIP
(xiinande"
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..>UI
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xiinandegiin)

ul:...JJ

.....l:...JJ

rllhiiuy --. ,'uhiilryuII
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.:.ot;..\.J\Y
(dOl.a -. dOl.aja/)

d

lJ:!l.,;..

cJA';"

mamell -+ ",omell;"

d;o.JM(siri/l;-. si,.i/lija/)

.:.oIS.J$J
/adarok
/adiiroka
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-.

wt;..J"':'
J
(Jllr -. sllrja/)

yl:;S
(ke/ab -. k%b)
Fig. 1. Different Cases of Plurals in Farsi (Persian)

3 Bon Algorithm
Bon uses an iterative longest-match stemming algorithm. An iterative longest match
stemmer removes the longest possible string of characters from a word according to a
set of rules. This process is repeated until no more characters can be removed. After
all characters have been removed, the resulting stem may not be correct. For example
the word ...}.:.I..i (xiillegy) that means, "home-made", may be reduced to the slem
"J...:,li."(xiilleg)which is incorrect form of the real stem :.li...(xiilleh) "house". There
arc two techniques to handle this: re-coding or partial matching [3].
Re-coding is a context sensitive transfonnation of the fonn AxC -> AyC where A
and C specify the context of the transfonnation, x is the input string, and y is the
transfonned string. In partial matching, only the n initial characters of stems are used
in comparing them. Using this approach, one might say that two stems are equivalent
if they agree in all but their last character [3]. Bon benefits from re-coding technique.
Bon has four major components:

I. Slemmingrules that are extracted from Persian word construction rules.
2. A diclionary of Persian infinitives.
3. A dictionary of "Mokassar" words and their singular fonn
4. A dictionary of Persian roots.
Because of difficulties in building the last dictionary, an experimental version with
almost 7000 words was built from the collection. In order to construct this dictionary,
words were extracted from 450 abstracts in our colleclion. Then by running Bon,
words that were derivative of any other word in the dictionary were eliminated.
Moreover we gradually added or eliminated many words to/from roots dictionary.
In writing Persian, some of the letters of Ihe words are attached together and some
arc separated. For example in word "cJ.3J".;.."(xordall)that means eating, the firsl two
letters are allached together but the last three letters arc separated. A word boundary
detection program finds the boundary of the words by looking simultaneously at each
letter and its followings lellers.
As depicted in the figures 2 and 3 the Bon algorithm has two major procedure:
Stl'lI/{) and AffixRelllove{). The Stelll{) function takes a word and relums the stem of

".-."'''\/11.1\1.

Bon: The Persian Stemmer

j\.U.,)lJUUI. ,Ulll J . UIUlIlIlUlhll1

Ihe word. This funclion first, checks whether Ihe word could be a verb or not. If the
word is a verb then Ste1ll()will return the infinitive oflhe verb. But if the word is not a
verb, Stem() will search the word in Mokassar dictionary. If the word is found in the
dictionary, its corresponding singular form is returned as the stem of the word. Now,
if the word is not a verb or a Mokassar plural noun, Ihelt the word is turncd over to
the AjJixRemove() function.
Infinitives
Dictionary

word

I

491

'1;1
I'

The reason for using Persian roots dictionary is Ihat in some cases although the
word contains the sign of an affix but it is actually a root word and should not be
stemmed. For example the word "LJJY-!" (bil"lm) ends with an "LJJ" (IIn) which is a
sign of plural. But this word is a root word and not a plural. By having the root forms
in the Persian roots dictionary, mistakes such as this would be prevented.
Next section describes experiments of running Bon on a Persian text collection.

Mokassar
Dictionary

t
Infinitive?

I

..

4 Experiments

t
Retum(Affix Remove(word))

ye.

Return(lnfinitive)

Fig. 2. Bon Algorilhm: StemO procedure
The AjJixRemove() function starts with removing first (longest) possible allix from
the word. If a possible affix could not be find, AjJixRemove() will relurn the input
word. But in the case of removing a possible affix, Ihe stripped word is searched in
the Persian roots dictionary. If the stripped word exisls in Ihis dictionary, AflixRemOI'eO will relurn the stripped word. Otherwise it examines the possibility Ihal the
stripped word is a verb or Mokassar plural noun. Finally if Ihis possibility fails, Ihe
word is restored and the AjJixRemove(} fill/ctioll willlry to remove another affix until
no more affixes could be found.

There arc many ways to evaluate the performance of a stemmer. Paice has used two
parameters in evaluating different stemming algorithms in English [7]. The Paice's
method is independent of the context where the stem mer is going to be used. Oavid
Hull uses the context of IR to evaluate different stemming algorithms [4]. Kraaij et al
have a good review of the evaluation methods of stemmers [2]. For this experiment,
we looked at the improvements that can be achieved by using stems instead of the
original words in a Persian information retrieval system. This is a popular method of
evaluation used by Porter, Oavid Hull and others. The retrieval effectiveness can be
measured by recall and precision [8].
Wc have put together a corpus of 450 abstracts of Persian texts in the domain of
computer science, which is called PCA (Persian Computer Abstracts). Experiments
were perfonned on this collection using 32 queries.
Persian word boundary detection was applied first and the Persian words have detected. Theu a stop list of 150 high frequency Persian words was used to filter out
words with very low discrimination value. Table I lists our Persian stop list and their
meanings.
For this experiment a Boolean retrieval system was implemented. Then computer
students made up 32 queries, and then went through the collection and detennined
which documents arc relevant to their query. To evaluate the Bon's performance, first
the queries were presented to the system and the output were taken and recall and
precision of each query was calculated based on Ihe students relevance judgments.
Next, Bon was used to present the students with all the terms that shared the same
stem as the query words. Students could then expand their query by these newly introduced words. Then the expanded queries were run through the system again and
the precision and recall of their output was calculated again. The precision and recall
values were averaged over all the queries. Table 2 shows the difference in precision
and recall with and without query expansion by using Bon stemming algorithm.
As depicted in lable 2, query expansion by using Bon can increase the recall by 40
percent. There is also a slight drop in precision but this drop is more than offset by
the increase in recall. To illustrate how a Persian stemmer such as Bon can help in
searching, consider the following example:

ril
I

..~.

1"

Fi~. 3. Bon Algorithm: Artix remllve() procedure
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Table 2. Comparisonorretrieval effectivenesswith and withoutusing Bon stemmer

Table 1. Typical stop list for a Persian IR System
Jllhat!

.Pllhev\

4..hlherel

~Cwhalever)
Jlfrom)
,:,Wnow\

..s:ilwhieh)

.lUllhenl

4'illhose\

u..1(jS\

filCil)

'i".fi'Calthou~h\

,4-"( do)

)'(he,she)

.

OJ'IIhis\
\o.\IClhesel
,:,",,"wilhout!

t,..;JlhereI
liwilh\
>.I'unon,over\

..: ;,01
il' s\
.>..:.I,(be\
I >.I'forl

.. A
belween\
~vou)
'" ~0W\
J Il>lso mueh\
... what!

OJ'fi,(lherefore)
, Ihen
J...~via\
".l¥lhal
~multiDle\
,:,,.(sinee\

<,(al)
\:iunlil}
I ~whvl
~if\
~manv\
~lhin21

~more)
..,I:(manv\
u!u~manner\
~a few\
~Ihis\
,s ~anvlhin.1

~whal
is\
>,o.{ilsclO
~~Ihemselves\
.>1.>{2iven\
inl

.;;..teven\
u>P(voursclf\
,>,o.{mvsclf\
'}.1/havin2\
aboun

.~

..Ip(willl
~p(vnurselves\
j >,o.{ollrselves\
>}.1/has\
bolhl

'P(will\
..;
himself,herscll)
J..» scll)
.u.:J:(havin2\
Molher)

Jkolhers)
'J!"tbecause\
o::(beeamcl

...kanolher)
~nexn
''>:<becomin~\

'''IJ
J.l.:<'includin21
14vou)

"'J..(on)
44mav\
>.Mbe\

uJ

.l.i;(only)

>S(which)

>fi(do)

<ilJlaken)

.:,>fi(do\
"~howeverl
>liL.(as\
~S\

45/lhal\
...s;!Ihowever\
~
several\'-"'{I\
.:J
can)

'i"fi(lhou~h\
l..(wel
>OI~could\

>J" easel
.u.",,(~ive\

>~beeomes\
~seeml

.>;~ become)
.:J~' cannoll

~do\
r Akind\

~do)
Mneed\

.»(again)

~isn'l)

~aren'l)

t..

;A(each)

~;A(whalever)

..u...Care)

,..,

J~lsame\
~Ceach
olher)
~(atwavs\
"'~Inone
"'.fiJolherwise\
d{a.an)

.illL.Allike\
Calll
0>'-'llhis\
"'h<"Canv)
.)Jbllll
~each
olherl

,s1A
~;Ievervl
...1100)
~alsO\

.}

Iever\

j {slill,vel\
'and
l,s .he,she\
1..5.Ion.:\

,.Po

u

(is\
';"'Isamel
':'.P.--' like\
I ~(usual\
I.--Inever\
>J'" 'beind
lliorl

.;w belween)

Care\

f' ~

0.3595258

t

0.5421372

0.8397220

Example I. Suppose a searcher has requested

~\

Persian Query:
Mealljllg ill Ellg/ish:

the following

query:

J(o.:...i§y1 "'~

(Network OR Internet) AND security

If the IR system doesn't have stemming, the following text, for
example, wouldn't be retrieved. However this text is relevant to
the query.
.:Jo)"'>~"'R-""> J!.) JH5u.J KeyploKnighl...4JS'JJI~
J... Y #>t!j;...4JS:".JJ/0J;';":' J..s.
rJ~~~j).:.H
J
.>Arrl.>11J~j)
"'Jp:, 4JS:".J.!I.JI,."U..}J'-"
J 1J"Iw..0J'y.u...I.~.fi
.:.H0H~""""".!l.ju...lJ0>A
y.u.J ..,.;4"-»»061)..>.:,.:4"
1'" KeyploKnighl ~ <.Su...I ,JY.LH
»I.u>,.:.." JI>ut.:J.JI#.:.H y
J.!l.j~J'-".:,...;..~~4.>N'4.:J
J~
JcJ
4JS:".J.!I4~J.!I
~JS;J.!Iv-¥"...I.A
yJ.\O.~
~4,I...4<},I.,/;t'''''
4...)1!.J.-JE.I:"''''~''''J!.;;x.
yJ.>.ly.
.~.~

But as it is highlighted in the text the word "~\"
(amnya/i)
which is from the same stem as the word "~I"(amnya/)
is present in the text. Therefore using a stemmer such as Bon can increase the recall by retrieving documents that could have been
missed otherwise.

Also the Bon stemming algorithm is fast. The speed of stemming measured for all
the words in the collection and averaged. Stemming of a word on a Pentium III 550
with 64Mbytcs

y,:.;' (therefore)
... particle as a sign of the dtlinitive direct objecl
pari of ".:.oJ-"",,0i>!" (so)
. . . ,. particles as plural sign

l

(sabake yii in/erne/) I'a amnyat}

memory takes only 0.03 seconds on average.

word is part of Persian present perfect verbs for the second person.

..part of"0i'

L 1

I"~
t
!

machine

.This

I

~;i~'~R~c:dt~~y~,

'

1...'(bul)
~lIhev I
"'M
Sol
Wmusl,should\

11;

5 Conclusions
This paper describes a Persian stemmer called Bon. Persian stemming rules have
many exceptions that are considered and handled in designing this stemmer. Experiments revealed that using stems as index tenns gives better retrieval results than using
full words. In the experiment reported here, Bon have increased recall by 40 percent.
A by-product of our experiment is building a small Persian corpus (PCA). It seems
appropriate to use this collection in future experiments on Persian retrieval models.
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structure, and content based features) and gives an outlook of planned
implementations in the Journal of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS).
It also shows that using the powerful Hyperwave Information Server
(IUS) makes it quite easy to implement features and make knowledge
management features (such as 'find an expert on a topic') available to
users of a digital journal.
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Introduction

and Overview

First generation publishing systems were very static and inflexible. Simple pages
encoded in some digital format were prepared by sOllleeditorial team, stored on a
server system, and then transfered to the lIser on request. Systems were based on
ordinary web-servers without any interactive features but 'get document XXX'
were very often used as base system. With ongoing development of technologies
user supporting tools like 'search through the content. stored on a server' etc.
were implemented. This paper is about features available in digital journals. The
following systems were explored in detail:
ACM-DL: Digital library of the ACM (Association for Computing Machinery)
IACI\'IDigital Library, 2002].
LINK: Information service published by Springer [LINK, 20021.
Xplore: Service published by IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer) IIEEE-xplore, 20021.
ScienceDirect
(SD): published by Elsevier [Science Direct, 2002]
JoDI: The Journal of Digital Information maintained by the lAM Research
Group, University of Southampton [.IODI, 2002).
JUCS: The .Journal of Universal Computer Science. A publication of the KnowCenter in cooperation with Springer Co.Pub., .JOANNEUI\I RESEARCH
and the lICl\:l, Graz University of Technology [.I.UCS, 20021.
To simplify the following discussion, we use t.he hold printed keys to refer
to the systems, Le. we write X]JI01'€when \Vc talk about the digital lihrary
syst.PI11of t.h(~IEEE. ACM-DL, LINK, Xplo7'cand ScienceDiI'cctare scrving
\
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